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Topics
Activism / Philanthropy / Civic Engagement
Education
Human Rights
Law
Social Responsibility

About Bob Goff
Bob Goff is the New York Times Best-Selling Author of Love Does, as well as an attorney who founded Restore International, a nonprofit human rights
organization operating in Uganda, India and Somalia. Bob is a sought after speaker for leadership, church and university events, inspiring current and
future influencers to get to the ”do” part of life. Choosing to live audaciously, Bob to connects to audiences in a powerfully inspirational, yet down to
earth manner.
Bob has pioneered the vision of Restore International to fight for freedom and human rights, working to improve educational opportunities and to be
helpful to those in need of a voice and a friend. Restore has worked with Uganda’s judiciary in bringing over 200 cases to trial, as well as pursuing
justice, intervention and education for at risk women and children in Uganda, India and Somalia. Restore Leadership Academy in Northern Uganda
educates over 300 students with a focus on character and leadership development.Because of Bob’s vision and the work of restore International, he
servers as the Hon. Consul for the Republic of Uganda to the United States.
Bob continues to be inspired by friendships he’s developed with others around the world who live their lives pursuing strategic ways to help others. As an
attorney, Bob shares leadership in a Washington law firm, Goff & DeWalt. He is also an adjunct professor at Pepperdine Law School where he teaches
Nonprofit Law, and Point Loma Nazarene University, where he teaches Business Law.
Select Keynotes
Be Not Afraid
Bob discusses how to not be afraid and step out of one's comfort zone.
Dream Big
Making plans and taking action in your life!
Gain expert clarity
Bob has helped thousands of people like you define and accomplish their dream. Stop feeling stuck and get started on what makes you come
alive.
Land the plane
Take your life out of a holding pattern. You'll come away with the proven tools and roadmap to make your dreams a reality.
Leading with Love
Bob discusses how to always Leading with Love.

Love and Justice
Bob delivers a keynote on love and justice.
Love Does
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Love Does- from compassion to action!
Overcome your obstacles
Don't let failures and fears hold you back. Investing in your dream will bring value and initiative you've been missing.
Select Book Titles
2 0 1 8: Love Everybody, Always
2 0 1 2: Love Does: Discover a Secretly Incredible Life in an Ordinary World
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